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Speechless.
It isn’t very often you catch
me without something to say.
And even if I have nothing to
say, I can usually wing it.
Such was not the case at the
ASP Banquet when I was honored with the PPA National
Award. I was without words.
I have watched for years as
others have received this honor
and it was always a very moving moment for me. I would
watch fellow photographers
stand for the recipient and line
the path. That’s very cool.
By the time it was my turn to
walk to the stage, I was not only
unable to speak, but almost unable to move.
This award is a tremendous
honor for me. It means more
to me than any print award because it includes me in a special
group of hard-working, dedicated people. Maybe the honor
isn’t the award itself, but the
honor of being included in such
a respected group of people.
Being named to this National
Award “team” puts me in the
company of the best and the
hardest working individuals in
the photographic industry.
That - in itself - is reason
enough to be speechless.
Thanks for having me on your
team.

--Kalen

Coming Next.
In the next issue watch
for the first of our Fellow
issues where we will highlight the thesis and portfolio of one of our newest
ASP Fellows.
Are you a fan of the ASP
Facebook page yet? If not,
no time like the present to
click that “like” button.
Watch for an article on
how social media can
launch you into a brand
new arena of communications with your customers.
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The ASP Magazine is the official publication of the American Society of Photographers, Inc., published four times a year for members and others for information of
industry matters, personal achievements and news of this and other associations.
Acceptance of advertising, or publishing of press releases does not imply endorsement of any product or service by this association, publisher or editor. Permission is
granted to similar publications of the photographic industry to reprint contents of this
publication, provided that the author and the ASP Magazine are credited as the source.
Articles, with or without photographs, are welcome for review for inclusion in this
publication; however, the editor reserves the right to refuse publication, or if accepted,
the right to edit and use on a space available basis. Send all communications, articles
and advertising to:
Editor, ASP Magazine, 224 West Corry Court, Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641
(319) 671-1771 or email: kdanice@mac.com
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ASP BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

All About You.

PRESIDENT - KATHY MEEK

M.PHOTOG., CR., CPP, API
125 ALBERT PIKE, HOT SPRINGS, AR 71913
(501) 624-3195 MEEKPHOTO@SBCGLOBAL.NET

PRESIDENT ELECT- JAMES CHURCHILL
M.PHOTOG., CR., CPP
7773 SHANNON FAYE LANE, GRANT, MI 49327
(231) 206 4117 JCHURCHILL100@AOL.COM

VICE PRESIDENT - DORAN WILSON

M.PHOTOG., MEI, CR., CPP, F-ASP
400LN 470A LAKE JAMES
ANGOLA, IN 46703 • (260) 705-1703
DORAN@DORANANDASSOC.COM

SEC/TREASURER - RANDY MCNEILLY
M.PHOTOG., MEI., CR., F-ASP
1241 FALLSTON ROAD, SHELBY, NC 28150
(704) 482-0011
RANDY@MCNEILLYPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

CHM OF BOARD - RICHARD TRUMMER
M.PHOTOG., CR., F-WPPA
3701 COUNTRY GROVE ROAD,
MADISON, WI 53719
(608) 848-6006 RTRUMMER@MAC.COM

GOVERNOR - GABRIEL ALONSO
M.PHOTOG., CR.
1323 CLOVER LANE, FT. WORTH, TX 76107
(817) 735-7555
GABRIEL@GABRIELPORTRAITURE.COM
GOVERNOR - NANCY EMMERICH

M.PHOTOG., CR., CPP
1324 SW 89TH STREET,
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73159
(405) 735-3881 EMMERICHN@AOL.COM

GOVERNOR - SAM GARDNER

M.PHOTOG., CR., CPP, FPP-W
P.O. BOX 5772
BELLINGHAM, WA 98227
(360) 961-2887
SAM@SAMGARDNERPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

GOVERNOR - DENNIS HAMMON

M.PHOTOG., CR., CPP
631 1st STREET, IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
(208) 351-2843
EVERGREEN70@HOTMAIL.COM

GOVERNOR - KALEN HENDERSON

M.PHOTOG., MEI, CR., CEI., CPP, API, EA-ASP
224 W. CORRY CT., MT. PLEASANT, IA 52641
(319) 986-5324 KDANICE@MAC.COM

GOVERNOR - CINDY ROMANO
M.PHOTOG., CR., CPP
17706 GARDEN VALLEY RD.
WOODSTOCK, IL • (815) 338-1181
PHOTOR1@JUNO.COM

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - JON ALLYN

M.PHOTOG.,M.ARTIST,CR.,CEI,F-WPPA
3120 N. ARGONNE DRIVE, MILWAUKEE, WI 53222
(800)638-9609 JONALLYN@AOL.COM

President’s Message
I am excited and humbled to be elected as President of the
American Society of Photographers. It is indeed an honor to
represent you, and I will do my best to serve you well.
One of the most rewarding aspects of my thirty-three years
as a full time professional photographer is the friendships
that I have made with photographers
from across our nation and around the
world. These friendships were made
as we worked side by side to make
our photography associations operate and thrive. The American Society
of Photographers is the most elite
of these organizations. I have been
privileged to associate with some of
the most acclaimed photographers
in the world through my involvement
in the ASP. And on top of this, I have
been allowed to become President
Kathryn Meek
of this association. I will accept this
M.Photog.,Cr.,CPP
responsibility and give it all I have.
ASP President
It is such a privilege to serve on the ASP Board with the
great men and women that you have elected. In the years
that I have served on this board, I have seen the ASP come
to life with the addition of new programs like the ‘Friends of
ASP’, the additional Medallion Awards, the ‘Best of the Best’
presentation and the Distinguished Print Ribbons given to
ASP Images scoring 80 or above at State and District Competitions. I look forward to working with this group of visionaries toward our goal of making the ASP all that it can be.
The ASP is more than a great Board of Governors. The
organization is made of a wonderful group of photographers from around the world. You, the members of the ASP
are indeed the best photographers in the world. This year
two-thirds of the PPA International Master’s Loan collection
images were created by members of the American Society
of Photographers. Wow. You really are the best.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to serve as president of
the ASP.
Kathryn Meek

Call us toll free
800•638•9609
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Raupp displays “culturally historical image”

ASP Member Exhibits at Smithsonian
ASP Member Don Raupp had the opportunity to anchor one of his stunning images on a national
stage - The Smithsonian - and leave a legacy as a photographer.
While our national’s cultural accounts are dwindling, this sort of deposit ensures that work like Don’s
in some small way might helps stave off overdraft. Photographers are wise to seek out and submit
work to this sort of opportunity for their own good,
for the good of the craft and that of the nation’s
culture heritage. There are more opportunities like
this out there. Don’s image was accompanied by a
500 word essay on and why this image happened.
Don writes:
I was stranded that day in San Antonio. A storm
had covered everything, including the runways at
the airport, in ice the day before. Even though the
temperature was barely in the 20s, I decided to do
what photographers do when they have time on
their hands: walk around with my camera and see
what I could find. San Antonio after an ice storm,
after all, seemed a likely place to capture something
unusual.   A couple of hours later, I had a handful of
images, most taken in parks, nothing special. It’s like that sometimes; all the elements are right, but
hours of photography yield little more than time spent pushing the delete button later. I was about to
give up and go back to my warm hotel when I came around the corner and saw him.
He was an old man, 80 at least, hunched forward in a wheelchair. His only protection from the cold
was the light blanket thrown over his shoulders, leaving him exposed to the biting wind sweeping the
city’s streets that morning. It was freezing by my Michigan standards. His Texan sensibilities couldn’t
have fared any better in the bitter air. He didn’t move, and I wondered for a minute if he were still
alive. I waited for someone to realize he was outside, that they’d left him there or that he’d found his
way out. No one came.
The photograph I took that morning was more than a picture of an elderly man unattended on a sidewalk. It was an image of abandonment, of loneliness, of the cold steel hardness the human heart can
display. It unsettled me. It still does. Before I was a photographer, I would have passed this scene,
never noticing the old man nor seeing the quiet drama surrounding him. But 24 years of having a
camera in my hands has changed me. Photography has taught me to be an attentive witness to the
beauty and tragedy resident in ordinary moments. It’s transformed the way I take in my surroundings,
made me aware of things I wasn’t before. It’s taught me to see not just with my eyes, but with my
heart as well and to recognize the split second when the two connect as one worth recording.
Photography, at its best, captures the emotion of what’s happening the minute the shutter releases,
then fixes it so it evokes the same emotions in those looking at it a minute or a year or 100 years later.
The truth about every good photograph I’ve ever taken isn’t that I decided what it would say to those
who saw it. The truth is that it told me. My job was to know it when I saw it.
American Society of Photographers • www.ASofP.com •Winter 2011
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ASP Medallion Winners for 2010
The ASP Gold, Silver and Bronze Medallion winners as well as the Regional Medallio winners for
2010 were honored at the ASP Banquet in San Antonio this past January, receiving lighted, etched
jade crystal awards sponsored by American Color Imaging.
SILVER MEDALLION
“PURPLE PASSION”
Stephen Abbott

GOLD MEDALLION
“THE INFINITE TURTLE THEORY”
Thom Rouse

The Best of the Best
ASP would like to thank American Color Imaging (ACI) for their sponsorship of this dymanic
presentation. View it at all state and district conventions, on the ASP Facebook page and
online at www.ASofP.com.
6
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WISCONSIN
“FROST BITTEN”
Randy Peterson

BRONZE MEDALLION
“LEGEND OF BRAZOS,
TEXAS RANGER”
Richard Sturdevant

NORTHERN LIGHTS
“BEFORE THE FALL”
Jennifer Hillenga

WESTERN STATES
“FAVORED ONE”
Patricia Mathis

ASIA-PACIFIC REGION
“L.A. TIMES”
Song Mog Cho

HEART OF AMERICA
“JOURNEY”
Ryan Brown
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MIDEAST

“PIAZZA AT SAN MARCO”

Michael Timmons

MARC

“YELLOWSTONE BACKCOUNTRY JOURNEY”

Jim Chagares

PPSNY

“THE FINAL BOW”

Ken Bovat

ROCKY
INTERMOUNTAIN
“PEASANT
PASSAGE”

Richard
Carpenter

SEPPA

“GATSBY SUMMER AFTERNOON”

Sam Gray

Make sure to mark your entry form as an ASP Member
and also remember that your membership dues need to
be up to date prior to your regional judging to qualify.

SWPPA

“CENSORSHIP”

Oscar Lozoya

8

SPONSORED
BY
AMERICAN
COLOR
IMAGING
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At National and State Conventions

ASP Members Earn Honors
When the Texas dust had settled on Imaging
USA 2011, it was ASP members who were left
standing in the awards department. Of the Kodak Gallery Elite and PPA Grand Imaging Award
winners, ASP members dominated both categories.
Congratulations to the following ASP members:
PPA Overall Grand Imaging Award
Richard Sturdevant
Legend of Brazos, Texas Ranger
Kodak Gallery Elite Winners
2nd - Tim Kelly - Soon
3rd - Steve Ervin - First Fitting
4th - Don Emmerich - A Glorious Day
PPA Electronic Imaging
1st - Sandra Pearce, School’s Out
2nd - Sandra Pearce, Bringing in the Stragglers
3rd - Richard Sturdevant, Before the Run
PPA Commercial
1st - Gregg Wurtzler, Tarnish and Gold
3rd - Jim DiVitale, What’s Cooking?

PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Diamond
ASP Master Photographers at the Diamond level
had all four competition images accepted into
the PPA Loan Collection.
Jon Allyn
William Branson III
Darrell A. Moll
Michael E. Timmons
PPA Imaging Excellence Awards & Bars
Awards

Bars

Nancy Bailey-Pratt
Sam Gray
Elaine Hughes
Jon Johnson
JB Sallee

Rod Brown
Jo Burkhardt
Steve B. Ervin
Thom Rouse
Daniel E. Thornton
Doran Wilson

PPA Portrait
2nd - Jon Read, Gridiron Hero
3rd - Lora Yeater, Eternal Gift
PPA Wedding
1st - J B Sallee, Father’s Eyes
3rd - Patricia Mathis, Grace and Beauty
PPA Illustrative
1st - Richard Sturdevant, Legend of Brazos,
Texas Ranger
2nd - Jon Allyn, You Can Stop Playing Now
PPA Album
1st - Mario Muñoz, Matt & Colleen
2nd - Tomas Muñoz, Courtney & Ryan
3rd - Arline Beets, An Island Love Story
PPA Summer Shoot Out
Grand Prize & 1st Open Category
John D. Wacker
Commercial Category
1st - Doran Wilson
3rd - Doran Wilson

Thanks for a
great post-banquet
bash, BWC!
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Ed. Note - In the last issue, Dan Frievalt, Wisconsin
2011 Photographer of the Year, discussed his technique of off camera flash relative to location shooting.
As his article continues, he discusses post-production.

I like to use Adobe Lightroom 3 to process my
RAW files. I use a custom preset that I created
that adds a strong contrast curve, bumps the
clarity up +14, vibrance +23, saturation +4 and
adds slight vignette. I then adjust the color temperature to my liking, but I usually like the shade
preset and don't need to adjust much. If I really
want to bring out more drama in the sky and
clouds I will use the Graduated Filter tool. will

The Drama of
Off Camera Flash
click and drag from the top down and adjust the
exposure slider to deepen just the sky.
I have also boosted the saturation on occasion if
the sky that day was a dull blue. Feel free to experiment with the sliders to create an effect you
prefer. Using this method of OCF also looks great
as a black & white image. When the image is converted to b/w it almost has an infrared look to it,
because of the deep richness in the sky.
In Photoshop I usually add a layer with Topaz
Adjust on it to give the image an even more edgy
look (figure 7). Topaz will also bring more detail
out in the
clouds which
adds to the
dramatic
feeling I am
going for
most of the
time. I can
then use a
layer mask to
remove any
extra detail
parts I don't
want. If the
sky is really
flat and dull
• Figure 7: Early morning on
a very cloudy
day, strobe off
to camera left.
1/200 - f20 ISO 125. Clouds
enhanced with
Topaz Adjust.

10

(figure 8), I will add a texture layer to create some
sort of detail and interest in the image. I enjoy
adding several effects to my images to create
something that no other studio can reproduce,
that's just my style.
Try different effects and you may be surprised
by not only the results, but also an increase in
sales. Our studio has seen an increase in senior
boys wanting to come to our studio because of
how we use OCF to highlight their sports interest
(figure 9-10). Mom's will spend just as much on a
senior boy as on a senior girl, the trick is getting
them in the door and OCF has done that for us.

Part 2

By Dan Frievalt

I challenge you to experiment with OCF and add
it to your toolbox to give your clients something
fresh and different.
Heck you probably have most of the equipment already except for the the battery pack. If
you want to test this method out, just haul your
softbox and strobe outside of your studio and
use an extension cord to power your light. Experiment with your strobe placement and exposures and see if its something that interests you.
If you like the results, all you have to do is invest
in the Vagabond and you will have the portable
power to take
your new style
anywhere.

• Figure 8:
Subject with
direct sun in
the background
and strobe off
to camera left.
1/100 - f20 - ISO
50.

Continued on
Page 12.
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Continued from Page 10.

• Figure 9: Subject with direct sun high in the background
and strobe off to camera right. 1/200 - f16 - ISO 100.

• Figure 10: Subject with direct sun high in the background
and strobe off to camera left. 1/200 - f22 - ISO 160.

Dan Frievalt prepares to photograph a model during a
demonstration of his off-camera flash technique.

Dan Frievalt and Teri Shevy own and
operate artessence photography in
Green Bay, Wisconsin. A full-service
portrait studio, their work can be
viewed at www.artessence.net.

Right: Dan Frievalt with his off-camera flash setup.

12
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From rock and roll

celebrities to incredible images, it was a
night of honors and celebrations at the
ASP Awards Banquet in San Antonio,
Texas. An overflow crowd enjoyed a night
where the top image makers of both the
past and present were honored. The evening was topped off with the premiere
of the annual ASP BEST OF THE BEST
video presentation, created by Don Emmerich and sponsored by American Color
Imaging.
Other awards presented during the evening were the ASP Service Awards, sponsored by White House Custom Color
(WHCC) and the State Elite Awards sponsored by Miller’s Imaging. ASP thanks
both Miller’s Imaging and White House
Customer Color (WHCC) for their continued support of ASP and its members.

Oh,
What
A
Night!
2011 ASP Awards Banquet

ASP Executive Director Jon Allyn (right) presents
the ASP International Award to photography and
rock ‘n roll legend Graham Nash.
Continued - page 16.
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Honorary Educational Associate
recipient Julianne
Kost (left) and ASP
Governor Nancy
Emmerich.

New ASP Fellow
Rod Brown.

ASP Service
Award recipient Randy McNeilly (center) with
WHCC Sales Rep
Sean Johnson and
ASP President
Kathryn Meek.

New ASP Fellow
Richard Carpenter
with ASP Fellowship Chairmen
Robert Golding
(left) and
Don Emmerich.

ASP Service
Award recipient
Michael Timmons
(right) with WHCC
Sales Rep Sean
Johnson.

New ASP Fellow
Thom Rouse.

ASP Service
Award recipient
Nancy Emmerich
(right) with WHCC
Sales Rep Sean
Johnson.

16

National Award
recipient Kalen
Henderson with
ASP President
Kathryn Meek (left)
and PPA President
Louis Tonsmeire.
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Michael Timmons
served as emcee
for the evening.

Thanks to Dennis Hammon and
Vicki Grey for
photographs and
Imaging Spectrum
for printing.

2011 AWARD RECIPIENTS
ASP Honorary Fellow
Jason Hailey, M. Photog., Cr., F-ASP, FBIPP
ASP Honorary Educational Associate
Julianne Kost
International Award
Graham Nash
Fellow of Photography
Rod Brown, M. Photog., Cr.
Thom Rouse, M. Photog., MEI, Cr.
Richard Sturdevant, M. Photog., Cr.
National Award
Kalen Henderson, M. Photog.,MEI, Cr.,CPP,CEI,EA-ASP
Service Award
(sponsored by White House Custom Colour)
Michael Timmons, M. Photog., Cr., F-ASP
Nancy Emmerich, M. Photog., Cr.
Randy McNeilly, M. Photog., MEI, Cr., F-ASP
Regional Medallions
(sponsored by American Color Imaging)
Song Mog Cho, M. Photog.
Ryan Brown, M.Photog., Cr., CPP
Jim Chagares, M.Photog.,MEI,Cr., CPP, CEI
Michael Timmons, M. Photog., Cr., CPP, F-ASP
Jennifer Hillenga, M. Photog.
Ken Bovat, M. Photog.
Richard Carpenter, M. Photog., Cr., CPP, F-ASP
Sam Gray, M. Photog., Cr., CPP, F-ASP
Oscar Lozoya, M. Photog., Cr., CPP
Patricia Mathis, M. Photog., Cr., CPP
Randy Peterson, M. Photog., MEI, Cr.
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You, too, can have you very own ASP Membership Certificate.
Several years ago the Board of Governors
voted to send out certificates to just the firsttime degree recipients. The general membership agreed that they would request them if
they wanted them. This is just a reminder
that any current ASP member is welcome to
receive one.
Please call ASP Executive Director Jon Allyn
at (800) 638-9609 or (414) 871-6600 (from
Canada), or email to jonallyn@aol.com. He
will be happy to send one to you.

Thinking about that ASP Fellowship? Now is the time to be preparing both your folio of
images and your thesis. Submission dates, rules and even an easy-to-follow guide are
all available on the ASP website at www.asofp.com. Just click on the “membership”
link and you’ll see the links to download all the necessary information.

DEADLINES
APPLICATION - JULY 1ST
THESIS - AUGUST 9TH
PORTFOLIO OF IMAGES - AUGUST 17TH

The ASP Educational Associate is more than just a glorified term paper, it is the opportunity to tackle a belief or topic that you have a passion for and explore it. If you are already
a PPA Master Photographer or a Photographic Craftsman, have at least 30 PPA merits beyond your degree and have been an ASP Member in good standing for at least three consecutive years, then you are eligible to apply. Click the Educational Associate link on the ASP
website for complete details as well as an application.

DEADLINE
THESIS - OCTOBER 1st
18
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White House Custom Colour, Your Professional Photographic and Press Printing Partner

Press Printed Books
Press Printed Books are unmatched in print quality, craftsmanship,
and turnaround with most books shipping the next day! Books
are available in nine sizes with 34 cover options. Inside pages are
printed on a magazine style text weight or lay flat hinged paper in
semi-gloss, pearl with UV, and our new satin with lustre coating.

Press Printed Albums
Press Printed Albums are flush mount albums printed on our
Watercolor, Linen, Recycled, Pearl UV, and our new Satin UV
and Satin Lustre papers and are available in several sizes.
Its thicker pages are printed as full spreads with no gutter!
Available in 37 cover options with a traditional or padded cover.

Standout
The sleek edges and sides of the standout mount can create a
modern wall display. Standout is available in two depths, ¾”
and 1½” and in popular sizes from 8x10 to 30x40. Choose
from black, stainless steel, light wood, or white edging.

Boutique Bags
It’s all about the first impression! Boutique Bags are custom
made to fit any WHCC Press Printed Album size and spread option
and are available with a variety of patterns, liners and closures.
Current bag patterns include Classic Black or Classic Ivory,
Bordeaux, Serendipity, Lemongrass and Manhattan.
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Visit pro.whcc.com/go/Start today to open your WHCC account. - www.whcc.com
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American Society of Photographers
3120 N. Argonne Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53222
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